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Insights into an evolving finance profession  (Future of Finance 2.0 Research) 

The latest iteration of our “Future of Finance” study explores the future state of the finance 

profession and its broader ecosystem, defining essential skills, competencies, and knowledge 

for our new world. 

 

Navigating the landscape of generative AI  (Video) 

The AICPA & CIMA Engage 2023 session Inspector Gadget explored the intricate relationship 

between artificial intelligence and the impact of generative AI on the accounting profession. 

 

Unleash the Power of AI: A CPAs Guide to ChatGPT (CPE Self-study) 

In this course, you’ll learn how to use ChatGPT to streamline your workload, save time, and 

boost your overall efficiency. 

 

Transformative Skills Pack - Digital Mindset (CPE Self-study) 

Expand your skill set and make better strategic decisions by leveraging data analytics, data 

visualization, cybersecurity, and other digital tools. 

 

Predictive Analytics: Should there be a “human in the loop”? (Research Report) 

In today’s competitive business landscape, predictive analytics has emerged as a game-

changing tool that revolutionises decision-making . By harnessing the power of Big Data, 

predictive analytics empowers organisations to forecast trends, uncover patterns, and gain 

invaluable insights. 

6 ways to future-proof your career in an AI world (FM-Magazine) 

Focus your efforts on what AI cannot do, keep your skills fresh, and stay informed about your 

own and adjacent sectors. 

 

GenAI for accountants: 10 prompt-writing tips (Journal of Accountancy) 

The emerging art of ‘prompt crafting’ can deliver more powerful results from platforms like 

ChatGPT and Google Gemini. 

 

Tech roundtable: There’s more to AI than ChatGPT (Journal of Accountancy) 

Our panel provides perspective on the potential, perils, and place of GenAI in the wider context 

of artificial intelligence and automation. 

 

Microsoft’s huge AI rollout: What CPAs should know (Journal of Accountancy) 

Microsoft Copilot merges generative AI with key apps, potentially revolutionizing how 

accountants work. Here’s what early adopters say. 

https://www.aicpa-cima.com/resources/landing/future-of-finance-2-0
https://www.aicpa-cima.com/professional-insights/video/navigating-the-landscape-of-generative-ai
https://aicpaconferences.com/sessions/78466/view
https://www.aicpa-cima.com/cpe-learning/course/unleash-the-power-of-ai-a-cpas-guide-to-chatgpt-sso
https://www.aicpa-cima.com/cpe-learning/course/transformative-skills-pack-digital-mindset
https://www.aicpa-cima.com/professional-insights/download/predictive-analytics-should-there-be-a-human-in-the-loop
https://www.fm-magazine.com/news/2023/dec/6-ways-to-future-proof-your-career-in-an-ai-world.html
https://www.journalofaccountancy.com/issues/2024/apr/genai-for-accountants-10-prompt-writing-tips.html
https://www.journalofaccountancy.com/issues/2024/apr/tech-roundtable-theres-more-to-ai-than-chatgpt.html
https://www.journalofaccountancy.com/issues/2024/apr/microsofts-huge-ai-rollout-what-cpas-should-know.html


 

How finance can start to use AI automation (FM-Magazine) 

Finance executives suggest how best to use AI to automate basic processes and more 

sophisticated tasks. 

 

Generative AI — What’s the potential? (FM-Magazine) 

Its impact is expected to be greatest on knowledge work — especially tasks involving decision-

making and collaboration. 

 

Employees ‘unsure’ of company ethics guidelines for AI (FM-Magazine) 

Emerging technologies continue to divide opinion, says a global report, with employees 

simultaneously seeing potential for social good and ethics missteps. 

https://www.fm-magazine.com/news/2024/mar/how-finance-can-start-to-use-ai-automation.html
https://www.fm-magazine.com/news/2024/feb/generative-ai-whats-the-potential.html
https://www.fm-magazine.com/news/2024/jan/employees-unsure-of-company-ethics-guidelines-for-ai.html

